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In [L] the following result was proved (where fV = {O, 1, 2,...)): 
Let p 2 5 be a prime, let G be a finite p-soluble group, and let k be a field 
of characteristic p. If V is a simple kG-module in the principal b ock of kG, 
then there xists nE IW such that n < IG(/p and H2”(G, V) # 0. 
In this article w shall extend this result and prove the following: 
THEOREM. Let p 2 5 be a prime, let G be a finite p-soluble group, and let 
k be a field of characteristic p. If M and N are simple kG-modules in the 
same block of kG, then there exists nE N such that n < JG/O,(G)J/p and 
Extz(M, N) # 0. 
We note that for non-p-soluble groups G, the conclusion fthe theorem 
is not in general true. Suppose G is the simple group L,(p’), and k is a field 
containing the field with p2 elements. IfM and N are the two p-dimen- 
sional simple modules of kG (see Sect. 30 of [BN]), then M* ON is a sim- 
ple projective kG-module (the Steinberg module). However M and N are in 
the principal b ock of kG, yet Ext[d;,(M, N) z Ext&(k, M* 0 N) = 0 for all 
m E /V. We would like to thank the referee for this example, which 
generalizes ouroriginal example. 
Proof of the Theorem. We shall use induction on IG/O,.( G)/. Set 
R = O,.(G). Itis well known (see, e.g., [St, Proposition 6.31) that MJ.. and 
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NJR have a common simple constituent, sayA. Let T be the inertia sub- 
group of A in G. 
First suppose T# G. Using Theorem V.2.5 of [F], there xist simple kT- 
modules &, fi in the same block with it4 = &T G, N = fir G and M-1 R, N1 R 
A-isotypic. By an obvious extension of Lemma 7.1 of [St] we have for 
rnEN, 
ExtzG(M, N) r ExtF#, fi) 
and the result follows by induction. 
Therefore w may assume that Ml. and NJR are A-isotypic. Since we 
may also assume that k is algebraically closed, we can now use Fong’s 
reduction (see, e.g., [F, p. 4111). There exists a central extension G* of G 
by a cyclic @-group K such that G* contains Kx R as a normal subgroup, 
with the following property: there xist simple k[G*/R]-modules R, m in 
the same block of G*/R and a kG*-module 8 with IJR = A such that 
M=X@a, N=xQN. Then 
Ext&(M, N) = Extjt;G.,R,(liTi, m) 
by an obvious extension fLemma 7.2 of [St], 
s W’(G*fR, i@* @ fl) 
E Hm(G*,‘(Kx R), ii;i* @,,E) 
since K is a PI-group. 
Now a* OkK N # 0 because &! and m are in the same block of G*jR (use 
[St, Proposition 6.3), O,.(G*/(K xR)) g O,.(G/R) = 1, and O,(G*/R) acts 
trivially on R and X. Therefore we may apply Corollary 1.5 of [L] to 
deduce that there xists no f+J such that n < IG*/(Kx R)J/p = JG/Rj/p and 
H’“(G*/(K x R), R* OkK m) # 0. This completes the proof of our theorem. 
We conclude with the remark that the above argument yields the same 
result in the case p = 2,3 and G is of p-length 1 with n < \G/R( (where 
R = O,.(G)). This follows byusing Theorem 3 of [DSt] (see also [D]) and 
the fact hat (G/R)/O,(G/R) is a p’-group so that the modules over this 
group are semisimple. 
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